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in Christ, Madison + Yura

PRAYER REQUESTS
• Pray for Elijah, Yura’s brother: he has been deployed to the front lines. For Christ to give him 
comfort, for him to share the Gospel with fellow soldiers, and for his wife, as she lives alone in 
Western Ukraine.
• Pray for an end to this war.
• Pray for our children: May the Lord grant them a good transition out of school with lots of  “see you 
laters” to friends. May they know the nearness of the Holy Spirit who can grieve with them. 
• Pray for God to provide complete funding for our family and ministry needs before we leave on 
August 2! He is the Provider and we trust Him!

                                                                                 We were introduced to TBRI in 2014, when we read The Connected Child in preparation for 
opening our home as foster parents. This set us on a path to learning about trauma, the 
brain, and God’s design for humans to be connected in relationship. Trust Based Relational 
Intervention (TBRI) is a clinically-proven method for building relationships, deepening 
connections, and correcting with trust. In 2021, Madison had the opportunity to become a 
TBRI Practitioner through the program at Texas Christian University. This year, Yura was offered 
the same opportunity! He traveled to Salt Lake City for Practitioner Training, and now we are 
both able to train caregivers of children from hard places in this life-changing method in 
English, Russian, and Ukrainian. 

Our experiences with children and families in the US and in Ukraine have opened our eyes to 
real challenges. Having TBRI training and tools is great! Sometimes trying to implement them is 
a different story. For Yura, it was great to be at the training, to learn from others with decades of 
experience working with children in vulnerable populations. The main takeaway: It’s all about 
trust.  There are no magic words to make the hurt go away. It’s all about building trust. We see 
this modeled in the life of Jesus as He built trust with His disciples. Now we are entrusted to take 
this knowledge and build relationships with Ukrainians who need the hope and healing that 
Jesus offers to all who trust in Him. 

Yura enjoyed meeting so many fellow Practitioners who are faithfully working for change. They 
candidly shared their hardships and victories. They use the tools taught in TBRI, adjusted for the 
kids in their care. It was an encouragement and a challenge. We look forward to using these TBRI 
tools when we get on the ground in Bucharest this fall!

We are less than 70 days from departure! We need partners who will join us in God’s work among 
Ukrainians! We are very close to being fully supported! Would you help us get over the finish line by 
giving monthly to our Family Support?

  “It’s all about trust”


